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Machining operations are widely used to produce parts with different shapes and complicated profiles. As a machining operation, broaching is commonly used for the machining of a broad range of complex internal and external profiles either circular or non-circular such as holes, keyways, guide ways, and slots on turbine discs having fir-tree shape. Broaching is performed by pushing or pulling a tapered tool through the workpiece to remove the unwanted material and produce the required profile. Broaching is also acknowledged because of its high productivity and attainable surface quality in comparison to the other machining processes. The objective of this thesis is to simulate the broaching operation and use the results to present a methodology for optimum design of the broaching tools. In the course of the presented thesis, a new B-spline based geometric model is developed for broaching cutting edges followed by model validation using 3D ACIS modeller. To study the mechanics of cutting and generated cutting forces during broaching operation, an energy based force model is presented which can predict the cutting forces based on the power spent in the cutting system. An experimental investigation is conducted in order to confirm the estimated forces.   The integrity of the broached surface is also investigated by focusing on surface roughness, subsurface microhardness, and subsurface microstructure as three major parameters of surface integrity.  An optimization procedure for broaching tools design is presented in this thesis. A mathematical representation of broaching tooth geometry is also 
v  
presented which is used to simulate the tooth as a cantilevered beam subjected to a distributed load. The beam is solved considering the given design constraints to achieve optimum geometric parameters for maximum durability and performance.                  
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 
    
1-1 Preamble Nowadays rapid development of industries increases the need to produce new parts and machines with different levels of complexity and sensitivity in order to satisfy the market demands. Due to their flexibility and availability, machining operations are one of the primary candidates to produce such complicated profiles which are frequent features of the mechanical parts in automotive, aerospace, and power plant industries. To achieve the maximum level of performance to survive in such a fast developing atmosphere, companies invest capital funds in research and development (R&D) to increase the productivity and decrease the waste of materials. Undoubtedly, manufacturing processes and more specifically machining technology are one of the most significant targets of these researches. Machining technology is a combination of several components running together to accomplish a specific task. Motion drivers and controllers, power transmitting components, machine tool structural components and finally cutting tools are all 
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working together to achieve a final goal which is producing parts and products with satisfactory quality and acceptable accuracy. Cutting tool is one of the key elements in the machining operations which is in the front line of cutting action. As a result, design, optimization, and reduction of the direct manufacturing costs associated with cutting tools and machining operations are never-ending jobs in industry. The above mentioned jobs are accomplished by the utilization of advanced cutting tools, which allows higher material removal rates. They are also accomplished by high-productivity manufacturing lines and cells which are enhanced by intelligent process controllers. Furthermore, the jobs are achieved by improving the quality and reliability of machining operations. In doing such jobs, the fundamental concepts of the process, relating components, and direct tooling costs must be thoroughly analyzed and any possibility for improvement and cost reduction must be comprehensively investigated [1].   Among all of those machining operations in which the material is removed from workpiece surface by means of a cutting tool, there is a number of machining operations in which more than one cutting edge is engaged with the workpiece simultaneously. These machining operations are known as multi-toothed cutting operations. Milling, broaching and sawing are the most popular examples of multi-toothed cutting operations.  Broaching operation is one of the relatively expensive processes among the machining operations and more specifically among multi-toothed cutting 
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operations. A broad range of internal and external profiles can be produced by pulling or pushing the tapered multi-toothed broaching tool through the workpiece body.  Broaching has considerable advantages in comparison to the other machining processes. Roughing, semi finishing and finishing of complex profiles can be accomplished by one stroke of the broaching tool which may need many passes in other conventional machining processes such as turning and milling [2]. It can also produce parts with good surface quality and high tolerance accuracy in one stroke.  Since the number of cutting edges which are simultaneously engaged with the workpiece is higher than the other cutting tools, the chip load on each of them will be smaller and tool life is distinctively longer in comparison to the other machining processes. In addition, broaching machines are not as complicated as CNC milling or CNC turning machines; thus they are considered as simple and easy to operate machines where no highly skilled operator is required. Although broaching machines are relatively simple, broaching tools are quite complicated and consequently expensive, and they must be built uniquely for each specific purpose.   
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Table 1-1: Total tooling cost of a six-speed rear wheel drive transmission with three rings (Courtesy of the General Motors Business Unit of Production Service Management) Operation Cost Total tooling cost (all machining operations) about $16 One stroke of the helical gear broach per each ring $1.5 One stroke of the pot broach (outside spline) per each ring $1.5 Total broaching cost (1.5+1.5)*3 = $9   One of the main reasons for the expensive cost of broaching tools is that, unlike turning and milling tools which are available on the shelves, broaching tools must be ordered to be built based on the desired geometry of profile to be cut which imposes delay on the starting of the process and increases the total manufacturing costs. In spite of its importance in industry, surprisingly, few research activities on HSS tools and more specifically on broaching have been carried out over the last twenty years [3-5]. No significant advances were made since the 1970s when powder metallurgy (PM) HSS was introduced. This is because of the common perception that HSS is an obsolete tool material (known since the end of the 19th century), which should have been substituted by more advanced tool materials a long time ago. Reality, however, shows otherwise, as HSS possesses a unique combination of properties (primarily hardness and toughness) which are essential for complex gear manufacturing tools. Compared to any other cutting tools, HSS 
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broaches are highly productive and precise tools that meet the requirements of the cycle time in mass production such as in the automotive industry. In addition it meets the requirements for high precision in the power and aerospace industries where slots for blades in the turbine disk are made using the so-called Christmas tree broaches [1]. Another important feature of HSS form broaches is their relatively low reliability that often makes broaching a bottle-neck operation in many modern powertrain plants. Generally, the low reliability of broaching operations is due to the absence of research on the design and geometry of such complex tools in spite of the fact that broaching tools and broaching operation are [1]: 
• The most expensive and one of the most complex tools in the automotive industry that account for the significant tooling cost. 
• Often producing the final surfaces to be used in service, i.e., directly responsible for quality and reliability of the product. 
• Often bottle-neck operations due to low reliability of broaching tools. Various broaching tools with different geometries are widely used in industry. Although the current state of knowledge in modelling the broaching operation is capable of simulating the cutting edges for broaching tools with simple geometry, like the tools which are utilized in keyways and holes broaching, the ability to achieve reliable simulation for more complicated broaching tool geometry is still limited. In order to design a broaching tool, a comprehensive 
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geometric model to simulate any desired geometry of cutting edge is essential and a reliable force model to predict the realistic cutting forces is required.  
1-3 Scope of the Work and Thesis Outline The mechanics of broaching operation is thoroughly investigated in this thesis. The thesis consists of four main sections.  The first part is focussed on geometric aspects of broaching operation and geometry of broaching tools. A model is proposed to express the cutting edge of a broaching tool as a B-spline parametric curve and utilizes the flexibility of parametric curves to calculate the geometry of engagement between tool and workpiece. The geometric model is further validated by utilizing 3D ACIS modeller as a geometric engine. As the broaching tool removes the material, the geometric engine creates the sweep volume of the cutting edges and updates the geometry of the workpiece. In the next step, the geometry of engagement between tool and workpiece is automatically extracted using the software capabilities. The results are then compared to check the validity of the geometric model.  In the second part, an energy based force model based on power spent in cutting system is proposed to predict the generated cutting forces during the broaching operation. The predicted cutting forces are further used to design the broaching tools. In the third part of this thesis, newly generated broached surface is investigated by focusing on surface roughness, subsurface microhardness, and 
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Chapter 2:  Literature Review 
    
2-1 Preamble This chapter consists of five main sections describing the previously published work in the field of mathematical and geometric modelling of cutting edges, cutting force modelling, process optimization, and surface integrity with main focus on broaching operation, broaching tools, and their special features.  
2-2 Mathematical Modelling of the Cutting Edge Machining or in general metal cutting operation is the process of cutting or removing a layer of metal from the body of workpiece to obtain the desired geometry. Metal cutting is executed by means of a wedge shape cutting edge to separate a blank of workpiece into chip and part where the former is withdrawn and the latter is kept to perform the predefined task. Depending on the type of applied processes, the final part has a desired shape with a certain level of surface quality and dimensional accuracy. Regardless of the tool geometry and process 
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specification, machining can be classified under two main categories: orthogonal cutting and oblique cutting [6, 7]. Orthogonal cutting is defined by a straight cutting edge which is perpendicular to the direction of cutting velocity while in oblique cutting the cutting edge is considered a straight line, in the simplest form, which has an inclination angle with the normal direction to the cutting velocity.  Developing a mathematical model to express the geometry and shape of the cutting edge is always a matter of interest for many researchers and considerable efforts have been made to achieve it. Some of the most distinguished works toward achieving this goal are presented in the late 90’s and early 2000’s. A profile of the helical cutting edge for cylindrical flat end mill based on the number of flutes, helix angle, and tool diameter was presented by Budak et al. [8]. The geometry of cutting edge combined with milling force coefficients which are extracted from orthogonal cutting database were further utilized in the estimation of cutting forces for end milling operation.  The same procedure was presented by Lee and Altintas [9] for simulation of ball end milling process. They presented a detailed mathematical description of ball end mill tool on a 3D Cartesian coordinate system. A general geometric simulation of any arbitrary end mill tool either helical or inserted was proposed and developed by Altintas and Engin [10-12]. They expressed the geometry of the helical cutting edge along the flute for any arbitrary inserts mathematically. This trend were followed by Merdol and Altintas [13] presenting a mathematical model for serrated cylindrical and serrated tapered ball end mill. They considered the effect of serrations on the geometry of helical cutting edge for 
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rough end mills where removing a bulk load of material is required. The same geometric models can be found for turning, drilling [14] and boring operation [15] where the geometry of the applied tools is discussed in detail. These are just a few samples of published paper about milling, turning, drilling and boring as examples of conventional machining processes. Although broaching is well defined in industry, a limited number of research works have been reported in the open literature. In 1960 Monday [16] presented the most comprehensive source describing the broaching technology, geometry of cutting tool, and different applicable types of machines in broaching. The collection of works representing the usefulness of the broaching operation was  edited and published by Kokmeyer [17].   Generally speaking, in comparison to milling and turning operation, the number of published studies investigating broaching operation is quite limited and no mathematical model was presented by the above mentioned research works that can be used to generate a cutting edge for a sample broaching tool.   
2-3 Geometric Modelling of the Cutting Edge Geometric modeling techniques offer a broad range of capabilities to complete a 3D representation of cutter and workpiece [18] where the appropriate geometric simulation of machining process need to be accurately represented. Geometric modelling can be divided into three main categories: Wire-frame modelling, Surface modelling and Solid modeling.  Wire-frame modelling is the 
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simplest category which represents the object using points and lines. The surface modelling is more complete in comparison to the wire-frame modelling and it can be used for representing open objects like sculptured and free form surfaces. Solid modelling is the most complete and state of the art category in which an object can be presented in its real and complete form. Solid modelling can be achieved using three different approaches. Spatial enumeration by means of octrees, Constructive solid geometry (CSG) and Boundary representation (B-rep) [19].     Solid modeling techniques in their early applications were mostly applied to represent engineering components with very simple geometric features such as cuboids, quadrics and the torus [20]. However, development of computers over the years, introduced high capabilities in graphical representation, and has promoted the applicability of computer aided design (CAD) systems and solid modeling techniques. Nowadays, representation and manipulation of blended and complicated surfaces is one of the major outstanding abilities of solid modeling systems.  The application of CAD systems and solid modeling techniques in the simulation of cutting operations is extensively investigated by Wang [21], Takeuchi et al. [22], Altintas et al. [23], Spence [24], Boogert et al. [25], Imani [19], Imani et al.[18], Sadeghi et al. [26], Fleisig and Spence [27] and Merdol and Altintas [28]. 
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The only research works applying parametric representation and solid modelling techniques to simulate broaching operation are presented by Hosseini and Kishawy [29] and Hosseini et al. [30].  
2-4 Prediction of Cutting Forces Prediction of cutting forces is an essential part of each machining simulation. The machining tests are normally expensive and time consuming. Performing the simulations in a virtual environment is an economic way to alter the variables, repeat the tests, and achieve optimum cutting conditions. It can be also utilized for design of the cutting tools as well as the optimization. One of the earliest researches in this field was performed by Gilormini et al. [31] who compared the cutting forces in a single broaching to the forces in slotting and tapping process. Sutherland et al. [32] proposed a force model for broaching based on the oblique analysis to determine the forces in the gear broaching process. Their model showed the relationship between contact area, chip load and cutting force. Sajeev et al. [33, 34] investigated the effects of broaching parameters on the tool and workpiece deflections and the final shape of the broached geometry. Budak [35] examined the performance of broaching tools used for broaching of waspaloy turbine discs with fir-tree profile based on the monitoring of force and power. It has been shown that for majority of the investigated tools, the distribution of load among the different sections of broaching tool was not uniform which leads to uneven tool wear. The research on condition monitoring of 
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broaching tools was followed by Axinte and Gindy [36] and Axinte et al. [37]. They monitored the condition of broaching tool by mounting several sensors in different positions of the tool.  The chipped or worn out tooth was identified by analysing the extracted force pattern. Recently Hosseini and Kishawy [29] presented a general force model for orthogonal broaching using B-spline interpolation of cutting edge. By taking geometric flexibility of B-spline curves, their model was capable of modeling any arbitrary orthogonal broaching cutting edge geometry as well as calculating the chip load for different cutting conditions. The above mentioned  model was further developed by Kishawy et al. [1] by considering the energy spent on the cutting system.  
2-5 Broaching Tool Design and Optimization The ultimate goal of each simulation is to enhance the level of understanding about the process and utilize it to promote the design procedure. One of the key factors that makes the design of broaching tool a very critical job is adjustability of the cutting parameters. In other conventional machining process e.g. milling and turning, cutting parameters like speed, feed, and depth of cut can be easily changed during the operation; therefore, in case the cutting tool is not properly selected, these parameters can be adjusted to improve the process and make the production line running efficiently. Figure 2-1compares the adjustability of cutting parameters in broaching versus turning and milling. 
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Figure 2-1: Adjustability of cutting parameters in turning, milling and broaching  As it can be seen in Figure 2-1, in broaching operation, none of the cutting parameters but cutting speed can be altered during the process when a certain broaching tool is applied. Feed cannot be changed because the feed action in broaching operation is performed by the difference between heights of the successive teeth. The axial depth of cut (axial length of the engagement between tool and workpiece) and width of cut cannot be altered because these parameters are determined by the length and width of the workpiece (or profile to be cut). As a result of all of the above mentioned restrictions, proper design of a broaching tool plays an important role in saving money and optimizing the production process. Terry et al. [38] presented a system for optimal design of broaching tools. They presented the factors that affect productivity in broaching operation. They 
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also explained the design constraints and the priority and importance of each one and how to select these constraints.  A finite element was also used to predict the tooth deflection and verify the experimental data in order to create the general rules for designing broaching tools. Recently Ozturk and Budak  [39, 40] performed Finite Element Analysis to calculate the stresses in the broaching tool during the cutting process. The developed model was used to simulate the broaching process and predict the generated stresses in the tool to improve the tool design. They studied broaching of fir-tree profiles, simulated the cutting forces as well as the tool stresses, and applied the results to improve the broaching tool design. Later, Kokturk and Budak [2, 41] performed an optimization on the front profile of the broaching tooth. The cutting conditions were changed in their study, until the predefined constraints can be satisfied. The optimized conditions are then used to improve the broaching process.   
2-6 Surface Integrity Surface integrity is a term which is usually applied to define the quality of the workpiece surface after being manufactured. The surface and subsurface layer of workpiece is highly affected by a combination of stress and generated temperatures during machining operations [42]. This harsh situation can lead to defects, alterations of the microstructure or microhardness. It may cause plastic deformation, craters, inclusions, surface cracking, folds, and residual stresses in the finished part [5, 43]. The amount of these imperfections is related to the 
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mechanical and thermal energy generated on the machined surface during machining operations.  The machining induced defects can considerably change the reliability and durability of the machined part [44].  Hence, it is necessary to understand the effects of each machining operation and its parameters on the surface characteristics of machined part before new machining process is deployed.  The classification of surface integrity parameters is not consistent through the open literature; however, it can be generally divided into two main categories: Surface topography and Surface layer characteristics. Surface roughness, waviness, and form errors are the major contributors of surface topography while subsurface microhardness, residual stress, phase changes, recrystallization, and cracks determine the surface layer characteristics [43]. In 1990, Konig et al. [4] presented a research work investigating the machining of hard materials with geometrically defined cutting edges.  They also studied the mechanics of chip formation and surface integrity in hard machining. The residual stresses beneath the turned surface of austenitic stainless steel was investigated by Jang et al. [45]. Effects of several cutting parameters such as depth of cut, feed, cutting speed, and tool geometry were investigated in this research work. A comprehensive research work about the advancement in different techniques of surface integrity measuring was published by Lucca et al. [46]. Several research works that studied machining and their effects on the integrity of machined surface can be found in [47-52]. 
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Broaching has not received considerable attention in the field of surface integrity. In 1985, He et al. [3] studied the effects of broaching operation on the surface integrity of titanium alloy. Generally, plastic deformation and diffusing oxygen and nitrogen due to the high temperature (600°C- 700°C) during machining are two major factors affecting the subsurface microhardness of titanium and its alloys; however, when broaching is performed on titanium and its alloys, subsurface microhardness is predominantly affected by plastic deformation where the temperature is not as high as other machining operations due to low cutting speed [3]. Kishawy et al. [1] measured the subsurface microhardness beneath the broached surface for brass and steel AISI 12L14. The results confirmed the trend of the previously published work by He et al. [3] where almost 100  beneath the broached surface is highly affected by plastic deformation increasing the microhardness locally.  




Chapter 3:  Broaching Tool Geometry 
    
3-1 Preamble Cutting tool is the heart of any machining operation which serves in the front line of cutting action. The broaching tools are manufactured based on the fact that roughing, semi-finishing, and finishing must be accomplished by one stroke of the machine. This chapter presents the different possible types of broaching tools and their basic geometric features.   
3-2 Geometry of Broaching Tool Geometry of broaching tool is quite complicated due to the nature of the process. In other conventional machining operation such as turning and milling, the desired workpiece geometry is generated by the relative motion of tool and workpiece; therefore, the final geometry of the part is not similar to the geometry of cutting tool. As a result, milling tools either helical or inserted are generally similar with some slight differences in their geometry. Having known the tool 
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diameter, number of flutes, and helix angle, the helical milling tool can be geometrically built. The simpler procedure can be followed for the inserted milling or turning tools where the cutting edges consist of one or more inserts which are normally linear, circular, square, or triangular. Figure 3-1 demonstrates the geometric simplicity of milling and turning tools.  
 Figure 3-1: Geometric simplicity of cutting edge for (a) end mill tool. (b) indexable end mill tool. (c) face mill tool. (d) turning tool   In contrast with the above mentioned tools, broaching tools have different geometries corresponding to the profile to be formed on the workpiece. Two main categories are distinguished among broaching tools which are internal and external (surface) broaches [16]. Internal broaching is performed by means of a 
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tool with the exterior shape matching the required profile to be cut on the workpiece. This tool is pushed or pulled through a hole which is previously drilled or cored on the workpiece to let the tool go through and generate the requested profile. In external broaching, the workpiece is clamped firmly to the machine table using a fixture and tool which has a profile to suit the required external profile passes over it to remove the material from the workpiece surface [16]. Each broaching tool has two different profiles: a side profile and a front profile. The front profile varies according to the broad range of geometry to be cut while the side profile is almost similar in all broaching tools. Figure 3-2 demonstrates the variety of front profile in broaching tools.   
 Figure 3-2: Variety of front profiles in broaching tools [53]  
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As it can be seen from Figure 3-2, the front profile categorically depends on workpiece geometry and must be designed accordingly.  The front profile of broaching tools varies from a single keyway to hexagonal shapes. It can be even more complicated when machining of fir tree on turbine disks is required. However, as it was previously mentioned, the side profiles are almost similar in the broaching tools. Figure 3-3 shows the geometry of side profile for a typical broaching tool.  
 Figure 3-3: Typical geometry of side profile for broaching tools  The side profile of the broaching tool is determined by the key features of the tool such as pitch length ( ), tooth height (ℎ ), land ( ), rake angle ( ), clearance angle ( ) and rise per tooth. 
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3-2-1 Tool Length The length of a broaching tool is determined by the amount of material to be removed and mechanical properties of the workpiece [54]. The length is limited by the parameters of broaching machine such as power, stiffness, maximum length of stroke, and maximum length of the tool that can be fitted into the machine’s ram.   
3-2-2 Pitch Length Pitch length ( ), is the distance between two successive teeth on a broaching tool which is determined by the cutting length and greatly influenced by the type of workpiece material. Greater pitch length is required during broaching long workpieces to accommodate the produced chip. Tooth pitch on semi-finishing and finishing teeth may be smaller to reduce the overall tool length. To preserve the dynamic stability of the process and prevent chatter vibration, the pitch is calculated so that at least two or preferably more teeth are engaged with the workpiece simultaneously [16, 55]. The pitch length is an important parameter because the total number of teeth, the construction of teeth on a broaching tool, and the number of simultaneously in-cut teeth are directly determined by this parameter [43].  
3-2-3 Land Length The thickness of the tooth at its tip level is called land length ( ) which determines the tooth strength against the stresses during broaching operation. 
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3-2-4 Rake Angle Rake angle ( ), is the angle between the cutting face and the normal direction to the workpiece surface. Although positive, negative, and zero rake angles are commonly used in machining operations, the rake angle in broaching tools is normally positive. The positive rake angle sharpens the cutting tool, reduces the power requirement and helps the chip flow over the rake face. It must be noted that small rake angles increase the tooth strength and cutting forces while big rake angles decrease the cutting force and tooth strength. In order to strike a balance between having moderate cutting forces and adequate strength the rake angle must be selected within optimum range (see Table 3-1)  Table 3-1: Rake angle for cutting and finishing teeth of broaching tools [55]   Rake Angle  (deg) Work Material Cutting Finishing Steel 15 5 Grey cast iron 10 5 Malleable iron 10 -5 Aluminum and its alloy 20 20 Bronze and brass 5 -10  
3-2-5 Clearance Angle (Relief Angle) The clearance angle ( ), is the angle between the back of the tool and the horizontal line (normally parallel to the machined surface) [16]. Clearance angle is built to provide sufficient space between the workpiece and back of the tool to 
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eliminate interference and reduce friction. Normally the entire land is relieved by grinding to produce clearance angle on roughing and semi finishing teeth. However, on the finishing teeth, only a part of the land at the far side is grounded to form the clearance angle and another part of the land immediately behind the cutting edge is left straight [55] which allows re-sharpening without altering the tooth size. The clearance angles for cutting teeth of a broaching tool are presented in Table 3-2.  Table 3-2: Clearance angle for cutting, semi finishing, and finishing teeth of broaching tools [55]  Clearance Angle  (deg) Type of Broach Cutting Semi Finishing Finishing Round and spline 3 2 1 Keyway 3 2 2 External surface 3 2 2 Adjustable table 3 to 4 3 to 4 3 to 4 Non- adjustable table 3 to 4 2 1 to 2  
3-2-6 Rise per Tooth The rise per tooth, also known as tooth rise, or feed per tooth is the difference between the heights of the two successive teeth which determines the undeformed chip thickness or depth of material to be removed by each tooth.  A large tooth rise increases the amount of material removed by each tooth and imposes a higher level of cutting force and stresses to the cutting edge. It also 
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increases the required machine power. In contrast, too small rise per tooth causes rubbing between the tooth and the workpiece surface and will result in glazed or galled surface finish.   
3-2-7 Gullet Space Gullet space which is the empty space between two following teeth is defined by ( ) and ( ) (see Figure 3-4). Gullet space is mainly used to retain the chip during cutting until the tooth leaves the workpiece. Once the broaching tool engages with the workpiece, chip is captured between tool and workpiece and it is maintained in the gullet space until the tooth finishes the cut and leaves the workpiece. Small gullet space may cause tool breakage due to the lack of space to keep the removed chip and may also lead to poor surface finish due to the rubbing of removed chip to the machined surface. In contrast, a large gullet space makes the tooth very slender and decreases the strength and stability of the broaching tool.  
3-3 Mathematical Model of Side Profile A broaching tool must be accurately designed to achieve optimum geometry. In order to design a broaching tool, rake angle, clearance angle, land, pitch length, tooth height, gullet space, number of teeth and finally tool length must be identified by relating these geometric parameters mathematically. A mathematical model is presented in this section. The presented model expresses the geometry of 
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side profile mathematically and it can be used for further design and optimization of the broaching tool.  Figure 3-4 demonstrates the design parameters of the side profile for sample broaching tool. The land length and tooth height are normally considered as a function of pitch length and their magnitudes are selected as = 0.3  and ℎ = 0.4  [55].   
 Figure 3-4: Design parameters of the side profile for sample broaching tool 
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To calculate the gullet space, ( ), ( ), ( ), and ( ) must be identified. ( ) is the smaller radius of gullet which can be expressed as:  = ℎ2 = 0.42 = 0.2  (3-1) The vertical distance between the end of the land ( ") and the bottom of the gullet  ( ) (see Figure 3-4) is represented by ( ) as follows:  
 = " = ℎ − × tan − = 0.4 − 0.3 × tan − =                                                   [0.4 − 0.3 × tan ] −  (3-2) In equation 3-2, ( ) is the rise per tooth which is corresponding to the feed in Figure 3-4. In addition to the ( ), ( ) is the horizontal distance between the end of the land ( ") and the bottom of the gullet ( ). The point ( ) is located where circle ( ) with radius ( ) and circle ( ) with radius ( ) meet each other tangentially.  The distance ( ) can be written as: 
= − − ( − ") (3-3)
" = + = [ × tan (1 − sin )] + [ (1 − cos )] = [tan + 1 − sec ] 
5 ° ≤ ≤ 20° ⇒ sec ≈ 1 ⇒ " = × tan   (3-4) Parameter ( ) will be revealed by replacing ( ") from equation 3-4 into equation 3-3.  
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= − − − " = − 0.3 − ( − tan ) =                                                  (0.5 + 0.2 tan ) (3-5)
 The next step in the completion of mathematical simulation of the broaching tool is finding the bigger radius of the gullet ( ). Using triangle  knowing that  is located at the middle of ": 
 " = + = (0.5 + 0.2 tan ) + (0.4 − 0.3 tan − )  (3-6) In triangle   
 sin = = ⇒ = sin = "2 sin = "2 " = "2  (3-7) In equation 3-6, the terms containing (tan ) and (tan ) are very small and consequently negligible as follows: 
 5° ≤ ≤ 20° → 3.1 × 10 ≤ 0.04 × tan ≤ 5.3 × 10  (3-8)1° ≤ ≤ 4° → 2.7 × 10 ≤ 0.09 × tan ≤ 4.4 × 10   As a result, by substituting equation 3-6 into equation 3-7, the bigger radius of the gullet can be expressed as follows: 
= "2 = (3-9)(0.41 + 0.2 tan − 0.24 tan ) + − 0.8 × + 0.6 tan ×2 [0.4 − 0.3 tan ] −   
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The variation of tooth thickness can be mathematically modelled by selecting the tool tip as the origin of the coordinate system. Considering  
= (cot − tan ) 0 ≤ < tan  = − tan +  tan ≤ < (1 − sin ) (3-10)= − tan + +  (1 − sin ) ≤ ≤ ℎ (= 2 )  In equation 3-10,  
= −  
= sin = sin cos + − ℎ +  (3-11)
= cos +[ − (1 − sin )] tan − − ( − )   




Chapter 4:  Geometric Simulation of Cutting in 
Broaching Operation 
    
4-1 Preamble In this chapter, general aspects of cutting in broaching operation are presented. A single cutting edge of a broaching tool is expressed as a B-spline parametric curve and chip load and length of the engagement between tool and workpiece is calculated. The presented model has a great flexibility to simulate any geometry and it can be applied for the entire broaching tools.  
 
4-2 Mechanics of Cutting in Broaching  Similar to almost all of the cutting processes, the cutting force in broaching can be expressed generally by three differential components which are directly related to chip load area and the contact length between cutting edge and workpiece such as [56]:  
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= × ℎ × + ×  = × ℎ × + ×  (4-1)= × ℎ × + ×  
 Figure 4-1 depicts the main features of oblique broaching and shows the force components generated during the chip removal process.  
 Figure 4-1: Mechanics of oblique broaching 
 In equations 4-1, ( ) is the differential component of tangential force, ( ) is the differential component of feed force and ( ) is the differential component of radial force. ( ℎ ) and ( ) are chip thickness and length of the cut for infinitesimal element along the cutting edge respectively. ( ) and ( ) are cutting and edge constants while the subscripts ( , , ) refer to the tangential, feed and 
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radial directions [56]. ( ) appears when cutting edge has an oblique (inclination) angle with the cutting direction which is the case in oblique broaching. The total tangential, feed and radial components of cutting force for each edge can be calculated by integrating those components along the cutting edge. Equation 4-2 shows the force integration along the cutting edge from the start to the end of engagement.  = ℎ × +  
= ℎ × +  (4-2)
= ℎ × +  
 In equation 4-2, (ℎ × ) represents a differential element of the chip area which is removed by the cutting edge. Equation 4-2 can be re-written in the following format: 
 = +  
= +  (4-3)
= +  
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In the above equation, ( ) is chip load in front of the cutting edge and ( ) is the length of engagement between cutting edge and workpiece. Figure 4-2 demonstrates the infinitesimal element of cutting edge, chip load and contact length for an arbitrary fir tree broaching tool.  
 Figure 4-2: Infinitesimal element of cutting edge 
 Since the chip load distribution along the cutting edge of broaching tool may not be uniform, it must be divided into small sections where the local thickness can be assumed as constant. Since there is no relative motion between broaching teeth on the same tool, the total chip area can be calculated as a surrounded area between two successive teeth. Cutting forces are then obtained without segmenting the edge into elements. However, expressing the geometry of broaching cutting edge by an explicit function is problematic and consequently the calculation of ( ) and ( ) is a challenging task. Parametric representation 
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of the broaching cutting edge by B-spline curves simplifies the calculations and makes integration and derivation along the cutting edge easier.  
4-3 Parametric Representation of Cutting Edges  The parametric model of cutting edges for broaching tool is presented in this section. The geometry of cutting edges is then used to develop a model for the chip load and contact length calculation. Such a geometric model for broaching must have the capability to cover all of the different possible geometries of broaching tools. The primary solution is dividing the cutting edge into a number of sections and expressing each section by a certain function. The best solution is implementing parametric functions which have the capability to represent a broad range of geometries. In this case the geometry of each cutting edge can be presented by equation 4-4:  = ( )= ( )= ( ) (4-4)
 where ( , , ) are coordinates of points along the cutting edge. If the simulations are performed on an existing tool, the required coordinates can be obtained by digitizing or 3D scanning. However, these simulations are normally executed by the tool designers before manufacturing the tool. In such cases there is no tool to be digitized or scanned. Therefore, data points are selected by the tool designers based on their design criteria and fed into the simulation software to 
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achieve optimum features for maximum durability and performance. In order to define parametric functions for cutting edge, B-spline parametric functions are implemented in this research. A B-spline of degree  which is able to interpolate ( + 1) data points ( , , . . . , ) along the cutting edge is defined by ( + 1) control points ( , , … , )  and expresses the cutting edge by a parametric curve [57]. The control points ( , , … , ) control the geometry of the curve which is passing through data points ( , , . . . , ) and generate the cutting edge. Figure 4-3 demonstrates sets of data points, control points and interpolating B-spline for a sample curve.  
 Figure 4-3: Schematic view of data points, control points and interpolating B-spline for a sample curve  This parametric representation of cutting edge can be easily utilized to perform derivation and integration along the edge to find chip load area and engagement 
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length. The cutting edge of a broaching tool which is interpolated by B-spline of degree ( ) can be expressed as follows [58]: 
( ) = , ( ) →
( ) = , ( )
( ) = , ( )
( ) = , ( )
 (4-5)
 In equation 4-5, ( ) is interpolating B-spline curve of degree (p), ( ) are control points and , ( ) are B-spline Basis functions. The basis functions , ( ) can be calculated by applying the following recursive algorithm [57, 58]. 
 
, ( ) = 1            ≤ <0            ℎ  (4-6), ( ) = −− , ( ) + −− , ( ) 
 where ( ) is a B-spline knot from the knot vector of [ , ]. The ( + 1) unknown control points must be found to solve equation 4-5. By presenting a parameter like ( ) which can be selected using three different methods namely uniformly spaced, chord length, and centripetal the control points can be related to the data points. Each parameter ( ) corresponds to data point ( ) [57, 58] 
 = ( ) = , ( ) 0 ≤ ≤  (4-7)
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 Equation 4-7 has (n + 1) B-spline basis functions [ ,     = 0, … , ] and ( + 1) parameters [    = 0, … , ] that can be organized into a ( + 1) × ( + 1) matrix ( ) by substituting  into , ( ) [58]. Data points and control points can be also expressed in a similar way. 
 
= , ( ) ⋯ , ( )⋮ ⋱ ⋮, ( ) ⋯ , ( )  
= ⋮ ⋮ ⋮  (4-8)
= ⋮ ⋮ ⋮  
 Matrix ( ) in equation (4-8) is constructed using data points along the cutting edge which has been previously acquired by either digitizing or 3D scanning when the tool is available or generated by tool designers when the tool is still under design. Data points, basis functions and control points can be presented in a system of linear equations where ( ) and ( ) are known and ( ) is the only unknown parameter. The desired control points and consequently the cutting edge which is interpolated by B-spline curves are revealed by solving equation 4-9 for the unknown parameter ( ). 
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⋮ ⋮ ⋮ = , ( ) ⋯ , ( )⋮ ⋱ ⋮, ( ) ⋯ , ( ) × ⋮ ⋮ ⋮  (4-9) Figure 4-4 shows the control points and the desired interpolated broaching cutting edge using B-spline curves for a sample fir tree profile.  
 Figure 4-4: B-spline interpolation of cutting edge 
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= +   =  (4-10)
 The above transformation can be done for all of the cutting edge data points and in the new coordinate system matrix ( ) is as follows: 
= 00⋮ ⋮ ⋮0 =
00⋮ ⋮ ⋮0  (4-11)
 Once matrix ( ) is presented in the new coordinate system, the interpolation process can be completed.  The total chip load ( ) and contact length ( ) for each cutting edge can be calculated based on the parametric nature of cutting edge representation. The chip load is the area perpendicular to the direction of cutting which is removed by the currently engaged cutting edge. Therefore, it can be geometrically considered as the area between the two successive cutting edges.  Calculation of chip load and contact length in broaching operation can be basically divided into two different cases. The first case is encountered when each tooth is completely larger than its predecessor. In this case the chip load can be obtained by calculating the area between two curves (edge) from the beginning to the end. The second case which is slightly more complicated occurs when the current cutting edge is not completely bigger than the previous one. In other words, this case appears when only some parts of the current cutting edge are bigger than the previous one.  In this case the chip load cannot be calculated by integrating the whole area between the two curves because upper and lower limits of integration 
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are not the same as the beginning and the end of the curves. For this reason the chip load must be calculated by projecting two successive cutting edges in one plane, determining the intersection of those curves and integrating the intersection area. Figure 4-6 shows the above mentioned categories for the two sample geometries. 
 Figure 4-6: Classification of Cutting Edges: (a) without intersection and (b) with intersection 
 Assuming two successive cutting edges as follows: 
 
( ) = ( )( )( )      ∈ [0,1] (4-12)( ) = ( )( )( )      ∈ [0,1] 
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To calculate the intersection points for the two cutting edges, they must be subdivided into a number of Bezier curves. A complete description of subdivision algorithm can be found in [57]. After subdividing the B-spline curve into Bezier curves, the intersection conditions are checked for each two pairs of Bezier curves.  The problem of finding the intersection of curves can be simplified into solving a system of algebraic equations [59]. This system of equations can be represented as follows:  ( ) − ( ) = 0     ∈ [0,1]( ) − ( ) = 0     ∈ [0,1]( ) − ( ) = 0     ∈ [0,1] (4-13) Finding the roots of the above equations will lead to finding the intersection points of the two curves. It must be noted that these curves are actually the cutting edges and they are in two different but parallel planes. By projecting two curves in one plane and finding the ( , ) coordinates of intersection points, the boundary of integration for calculation of chip load is revealed. However, these coordinates cannot be directly used as the upper and lower limits of integration. These curves are parametric; consequently the corresponding parameter of intersection points must be identified on each curve separately. These parameters are not necessarily similar on both curves depending on the geometry and parameter selection method which were discussed before. The corresponding parameter ( ) can be found by substituting the ( ) and ( ) of the intersection points in the B-spline function and solving them to find ( ). Once the cutting edge is presented by B-
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spline curves and the upper and lower limit of integration are defined, the cutting length for the currently engaged cutting edge and chip load for two successive cutting edges are calculated using mathematical relation for parametric functions. 
Current edge: ( ) = ( )( ) ∈ [0,1]  (4-14)Previous edge: ( ) = ( )( )( )( ) ∈ [0,1] 
Area: = ( ) ( ) − ( ) ( )  
Length: = ( ) + ( )  (4-15)
 where ( , , , − 1) indicate start of the cut, end of the cut, current cutting edge, and previous cutting edge, respectively. Equations 4-14 and 4-15 are 2D parametric equations and can be utilized in the calculation of chip load and contact length for orthogonal broaching tools which consists majority of broaching tools. However, the model can be further developed for oblique broaching given that the cutting edges with an oblique angle are still in parallel planes.  
 
4-5 Geometric Verification of the Model Using MATLAB In order to confirm validity and reliability, the proposed model is geometrically certified using MATLAB and 3D ACIS modeller. Certain geometry (Figure 4-6) which is a very common profile for oil pump gears is selected and 
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simulated using the proposed model in MATLAB. The generated coordinates for the data points are then imported into the 3D ACIS modeller which is capable of interpolating a set of data points, measuring the length of the curves, and computing the surrounded area. The resultant area and length which are calculated by the model in MATLAB are then compared to the results of ACIS to check the validity of the model. Table 4-1 presents the mathematical formulations of the desired geometry for two different cases. It must be noted that the presented equations in Table 4-1 are only arbitrary equations to generate data points and they can be replaced by any other equation or given set of data points.  Table 4-1: Utilized formulation for generating the data points 
 1: ℎ   0 ≤ ≤ 2  = 4 − 0.5 × sin(5 ) →
= sin( )= cos( )  = 5 − 0.5 × sin(5 ) → = sin( )= cos( ) 
 2: ℎ  0 ≤ ≤ 2  = 4 − 0.5 × sin(5 ) →
= sin( )= cos( ) = 4 − 0.8 × sin(5 ) → = sin( )= cos( ) 
 Figure 4-7 and Table 4-2 demonstrate the 3rd degree interpolation for two different categories of cutting edges and the obtained results respectively. The required data points were generated using the mathematical formulation presented in Table 4-1. It must be mentioned that the presented procedure is applicable where no explicit function is available to represent the cutting edge 
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which is a very common case. The above mathematical formulas have been only applied to generate data points for model validation.   
Figure 4-7: Parametric representation of cutting edges: (a) without intersection and (b) with intersection 
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Table 4-2: Simulation results using MATLAB 
 Without Intersection With Intersection  Inner Curve (1st edge) Outer Curve (2nd edge) Inner Curve (1st edge) Outer Curve (2nd edge) Length (mm) 27.4396 33.3005 2.9406 3.3482 Area (mm ) 28.2743 0.5413 
 Accuracy of the interpolation and consequently the final results are highly affected by the number of data points and degree of B-spline; however, it must be noted that the accuracy is not linearly increased or decreased by increasing or decreasing the number of data points and degree of the B-spline. In other words, the accuracy of the results is not necessarily promoted by increasing the number of data points and the degree of B-spline curves. The effect of the number of data points and the degree of B-spline on the accuracy of the interpolation results is demonstrated in Figure 4-8. As can be seen from Figure 4-8, the 1st degree B-spline (linear interpolation) is simple but not accurate enough. The accuracy of 1st degree interpolation can be increased by increasing the number of data points which is not desirable. The 2nd degree is more accurate but in comparison to the 3rd degree it needs more data points to achieve the same accuracy especially for the complex geometries. It has been shown that the best result can be achieved by applying 3rd degree B-spline. The higher degrees of interpolation are vulnerable to the number of data points and oscillation may occur specially at the beginning and end of the curve where it is constrained to the first and last data points.  This can be referred 
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to the Runge’s phenomenon which is an oscillation problem especially at the borders of the interpolation interval when a higher degree of interpolation is applied. 
 Figure 4-8: Effect of B-spline degree and number of data points on the length and area between interpolated curves 
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In order to check the validity of the presented model in simulation of cutting edges with sharp corners, a simple keyway profile which was previously presented by Kokturk [2] was selected and examined as a real case in addition to above mentioned profiles in Figure 4-7. The geometric features of the keyway broaching tool are presented in Figure 4-9 and Table 4-3 respectively.   
 Figure 4-9: Final dimensions of the keyway  Table 4-3: Geometry of broaching tool to make a keyway [2] Cutter Type Orthogonal Oblique Number of Teeth 20 20 Pitch Length 5 mm 5 mm Height of the First Tooth 4 mm 4 mm Upper Length of the Tooth 4 mm 4/ cos 15 mm Base length of the Tooth 4 mm 4/ cos 15 mm Upper Surface Raise 0.06 mm 0.06 mm Inclination (Oblique) Angle 0 15  The broaching tool has 20 teeth; each removes 0.06 mm from the workpiece body to increase the depth of keyway from 4 mm to 5.2 mm. It is clear that when inclination angle is 0°, the length of engagement between tool and workpiece 
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(contact length) for each tooth is equal to the upper length of the tooth which is 4 mm. Also, the chip load (area between two successive teeth) in front of each cutting edge is 0.24 mm  which is equal to the contact length (4 mm) multiply by rise per tooth (0.06 mm). Two successive teeth are interpolated using 1st and 2nd order B-spline parametric curves and the chip load as well as tool-workpiece contact length were calculated. Results are presented in Figure 4-10 and Table 4-4.  
 
 Figure 4-10: B-spline interpolation of two teeth (a) 1st order and (b) 2nd order 
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Table 4-4: Simulation results for keyway tool using 1st and 2nd order interpolation 
 Exact Amount Interpolation (1st order B-spline) Interpolation (2nd order spline) Contact Length (mm) 4.0000 4.0000 4.0229 Area Beneath the 1st Teeth (mm ) 16.0000 16.0000 16.0081 Area Beneath the 1st Teeth (mm ) 16.2400 16.2400 16.2399 Chip Load Area (mm ) 0.2400 0.2400 0.2319   As can be seen from Figure 4-10, the best results for keyway broaching tool is achieved by utilizing 1st order interpolation, despite oil pump geometry with smooth profile (Figure 4-7), where the 3rd order interpolation yields the best results. It must be noted that smooth geometries with no prompt curvature variations are not sensitive to the number of data points. In this case, the interpolating B-spline can follow the data points precisely. In contrast, the inaccuracy occurs in geometries with instantaneous change in slope and curvature which is a common case in profiles with sharp corners (Figure 4-10). In such cases, an acceptable accuracy and time efficiency can be achieved by applying lower degree of interpolating curve and more data points at the sharp corners.   
4-6 Geometric Verification of the Model Using ACIS  As it was previously stated, in broaching, the cutting tool is fed towards a stationary workpiece. Since there is no feed motion in broaching operation (the difference between heights of teeth plays the role of feed), the only relative motion 
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between tool and workpiece is the linear cutting motion of the tool. Therefore, the chip load can be assumed constant after complete engagement between the tool and the workpiece. The ACIS 3D solid modeller was utilized as a geometric engine to simulate the cutting edges, tool motion, engagement between tool and workpiece, and to update the part. The data points can be imported into ACIS or generated using software capability. The cutting edges are created by defining a wire body from the data points and the workpiece is created as a block or cylinder.  
 
4-6-1 Modeling of the Chip Load and Updating the Part in ACIS The geometry of chip is calculated based on the B-rep model of the tool, workpiece and their relative motion. The updated part is built by doing a Boolean subtraction between the tool and workpiece. The instantaneously engaged segment of the cutting edge during cutting action is modeled by following these steps: 
• Constructing the boundary of workpiece as a solid block 
• Constructing the wire frame model of the cutting edges 
• Translating the cutting edges into their initial position 
• Moving the cutting edges toward the workpiece by a linear increment along the tool axis (z-axis) 
• Finding the intersection of cutting edge with the boundary of workpiece block  
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• Updating the part geometry by performing Boolean subtraction between workpiece block and cutting edges using the following command:  (bool:subtract  workpiece block  Tool ) Starting with the primary contact of the generated cutting edges with the workpiece block, the chip geometry is computed automatically by subtracting the geometry of cutting edge from the geometry of workpiece block. The procedure continues at each updating stage to determine the chip load for one complete stroke of broaching cutting tool. Figure 4-11 shows the B-rep model of the cutting edges, solid body of the workpiece and general aspects of cutting action which is simulated by the 3D ACIS modeller.    
Figure 4-11: Solid model of the workpiece, B-rep model of the cutting edges, updated part, and tool-workpiece engagement  Figure 4-12 describes the algorithm which was used to simulate the cutting action and calculate the chip load during the simulated broaching operation. 
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 Figure 4-12: Simulation algorithm in ACIS 
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The previous geometries which were simulated in Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-10 are also simulated using 3D ACIS modeller.  The simulation process for oil pump profile is presented in Figure 4-13. 
 Figure 4-13: Simulation of two successive cutting edges in ACIS: (a) without intersection and (b) with intersection  As can be seen in Figure 4-13, both categories of cutting edges in broaching where the successive cutting edges have no intersections or intersect each other 
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can be simulated in 3D ACIS modeller. Table 4-5 compares the results of ACIS and MATLAB.  Table 4-5: Comparing the results of MATLAB and ACIS 
 Without Intersection With Intersection 
 Inner Curve(1st edge) Outer Curve(2nd edge) Inner Curve (1st edge) Outer Curve(2nd edge) 
MATLAB Length (mm) 27.4396 33.3005 2.9406 3.3482 Area (mm ) 28.2743 0.5413 
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Table 4-6 shows the simulated contact length and chip load area for the keyway broaching tool for both orthogonal and oblique case.  Table 4-6: Simulation results for keyway broaching tool using 3D ACIS modeller 
 Orthogonal Oblique 
Exact Amount Length (mm) 4.0000 4.1411 Area (mm ) 0.2400 0.2485 
ACIS Length (mm) 4.0117 4.1621 Area (mm ) 0.2451 0.2497   As can be concluded from table 4-6, ACIS is able to calculate the contact length and chip load within the acceptable range of accuracy. However, ACIS was only utilized to confirm the results of the proposed model in MATLAB and it will not be used for further calculation.  
4-7 Results and Discussions The chip load and tool-workpiece contact length must be calculated for each single tooth at each step and then multiplied by the number of the simultaneously engaged teeth to achieve the total contact length and chip load which is removed by tool at the given moment of time. The pitch length for the keyway broaching 
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Chapter 5:  Prediction of Cutting Forces in 
Broaching Operation 
    
5-1 Preamble This chapter aims to develop an energy based force model to be used for any kind of broaching tools. The force model is needed for design of broaching tools, broaching machines and desired fixtures to meet high requirements to broached parts. The cutting force model has been developed using the advanced cutting mechanics and its authenticity was verified by a multi-facet comparison of the simulated and the measured forces.    
5-2 Background of Force Modelling The theoretical basis of the force prediction in metal cutting was originally constructed by Merchant’s model [60]. Based on the work published by Ernst and Merchant [61] the cutting action occurs when the level of stress acting on the shear plane reaches or become higher than the shear strength of the workpiece material. 
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However, further researches showed that shear strength is not a reliable factor in the simulation of cutting action. It has been shown [62] that instead of shear strength, shear flow stress which is somehow higher than the yield strength of the workpiece material must be considered.     Another classical approach for the modelling of cutting processes is the mechanistic method which is also based on Merchant’s theory. The cutting forces in mechanistic approach, are related to the geometry of contact between tool and workpiece and also cutting coefficients [8, 9, 56, 63]. Geometry of contact (engagement) between tool and workpiece is generally defined by the length of the cut and undeformed chip thickness for any infinitesimal element along the cutting edge. The effects of  mechanical properties of tool and workpiece are also taken into consideration using cutting coefficients which can be achieved experimentally [8]. However, Merchant’s model is too idealistic since the characteristic stresses of the workpiece material cannot be considered in the absence of corresponding strains especially in metal cutting where the strain rate is extremely high. Merchant’s method is criticized by Astakhov and Xiao [62] when it comes to accurate prediction of the cutting forces. A force model was presented by Astakhov and Xiao [62] in which the cutting forces are calculated based on the power balance in the cutting system. The bigger the strain rate is, the more power is required to perform the task. As a result, by considering the power (energy) balance in a cutting system, the strain rate is automatically reflected. This 
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approach is primarily introduced for turning but it can be also applied to broaching operation with some modifications.    
5-3 Energy Based Cutting Force Modelling According to that methodology presented by Astakhov and Xiao [62] the cutting force can be represented as a function of cutting power as follows:  = = + + + +  (5-1) In equation 5-1, ( ) is the power spent on the plastic deformation of the surface layer being removed by cutting tool, ( ) is the power spent at the tool-chip interface, ( ) is the power spent at the tool-workpiece interface, ( ) is the power spent in the formation of new surfaces, and ( ) is the energy spent due to the combined influence of the minor cutting edge [62].  In order to predict the cutting force in broaching operation each of the above mentioned components of cutting power must be accurately identified. Figure 5-1 shows the components of the cutting forces. 
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  Figure 5-1: The force system in cutting  
5-3-1 Power Spent on the Plastic Deformation Zone This component of cutting power is calculated as:  = (1.15 × )+ 1 × ×  (5-2) where ( ) is the strength coefficient (N/m ), ( ) is the hardening exponent of the work material. The ( ) and ( ) are obtained using true stress–strain curve. The latter is generated using engineering stress-strain curve by assuming that the volume change in the specimen is negligible.  
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= (1 + )  (5-3)= ln( + 1)  In equation 5-3, ( ) is true stress, ( ) is engineering stress, ( ) is true strain and ( ) is engineering strain. The most common formula that relates true stress to true strain is a power expression [64] as presented in equation 5-4 where ( ) is the stress at ( = 1) and ( ) is the slope of a log–log plot of equation 5-4. It must be noted that equation 5-4 is valid before necking occurs [65].   = × ( )  (5-4) In addition to ( ) and ( ), in equation 5-2, ( ) is uncut chip cross-sectional area (m ), ( ) is cutting velocity (m/s), and  ( ) is the chip compression ratio.   = =  (5-5) In equation 5-5, ( ) is chip velocity over the rake face.   
5-3-2 Friction at the Tool-Chip Interface The power spent at the tool-chip interface due to friction between tool and chip on the rake face can be calculated as:  = × × ×  (5-6)= ×  
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where ( = 0.28 × ) (N/m ) is the average shear stress at the tool-chip interface [66], ( ) is the ultimate tensile strength of the workpiece material (N/m ), and ( ) is the true chip width (m). The tool-chip contact length ( ) is calculated based on equation 5-6 where ( ) is the true uncut chip thickness (m) and ( = 1.5) when ( < 4) and ( = 1.3) when ( ≥ 4) [66].  
5-3-3 Friction at the Tool-Workpiece Interface The power spent because of friction at the tool-workpiece interface is calculated as presented in [62]. In equation 5-7, ( ) is the cutting velocity (m/s) and  ( ) is the friction force on the tool–workpiece interface. 
= ×  (5-7)
= 0.625 × × × × sin  (5-8)= cos− sin  (5-9) In equations 5-8, ( ) is the Briks similarity criterion [67], ( ) is the shear strength of the workpiece material (N/m ), ( ) is the radius of the cutting edge (m), ( ) is the normal clearance angle (deg), ( ) is the normal rake angle (deg), ( ) is the length of the active part of the cutting edge (the length of the cutting edge engaged in cutting) (m).  
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5-3-4 New surface Formation and influence of the minor cutting edge  The power spent due to the formation of new surfaces ( ) is negligible in broaching as the cutting speed, and thus the frequency of chip formation is small. The energy spent due to the influence of the minor cutting edge ( ) is assumed to be zero because broaching tool does not have minor cutting edge.  
5-4 Force Model Verification In order to check the validity of the proposed force model, four different materials were chosen and broaching tests were performed using the selected materials.   
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 Figure 5-6: Stress-strain curves for Brass  Table 5-1 shows the mechanical properties and the other required parameters for workpiece materials extracted from stress-strain curves.   Table 5-1: Mechanical properties of workpiece materials  AISI 1045 AISI 12L14 Al 7075 Brass  ( ) 210 200 64 80  ( ) 346 397 135 147 ( ) ( ) 605 663 280 356  ( ) 0.96 1.07 0.45 0.54  0.17 0.18 0.24 0.30  9 5 6 4  ( ) [68] 0.75  0.75  0.65  0.65   ( ) 169 186 78 100 
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5-4-2 Experimental Setup and Test Configuration A broaching machine with 5000 kg maximum pull load capacity and 1000 mm maximum length of stroke was utilized to perform the tests. A number of continuous and interrupted broaching tests were conducted to validate the model and to investigate the effects of broaching operation on the surface integrity of the machined surface. The generated cutting forces were collected using a KISTLER 9255B table dynamometer equipped with a 5070 charge amplifier.   
5-4-2-1 Workpiece Geometry The results of an experiment are reliable when the tests are performed in a real situation. For this reason a wheel hub which is a common part in automotive industry was selected as sample geometry for the workpiece. Figure 5-7 illustrates the geometry of the above mentioned wheel hub before and after broaching.  
 Figure 5-7: Geometry of the selected wheel hub before and after broaching 
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According to Figure 5-7, the only part of the wheel hub to be broached is the upper part; therefore, cylindrical workpieces were prepared with the same length equal to the length of the part to be broached from the coupling and pre-drilling and boring was performed to make the initial hole to let the broaching tool go through the workpiece and start the cutting action. Figure 5-8 depicts the geometry of the prepared sample.  
 Figure 5-8: Geometry of the prepared samples for broaching tests 
 
5-4-2-2 Broaching Tool A spline broaching tool made up of HSS (ASP2023) was employed to run the experiments. The spline broaching tools are commonly utilized in automotive industries to produce internal gears for power trains. The broaching tool was digitized by RENISHAW Cyclone digitizer with 1 μm accuracy and the obtained set of data was used to extract the geometric features of cutting edges. Figure 5-9 and Table 5-2 demonstrate the geometric features of the utilized broaching tool. 
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 Figure 5-9: (a) Schematic view of the broaching tool. (b) Digitizing the tool. (c) Extracted geometry of the broaching tool  Table 5-2: Geometric features of broaching tool Tool type Full form- pull end Minor diameter 22.6 mm Number of splines on each tooth 10 Spline width 3.91 mm Number of teeth 44 Rise per tooth 0.03 mm Pitch 10 mm Land 2.8 mm Rake angle 15° Clearance Angle 3°  2 mm  N/A Tooth height 3 mm Edge radius 5 μm Length of broach 965.2 mm Distance to first tooth 304.8 mm 
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5-4-2-3 Fixture In order to hold the workpieces against the broaching tool during machining, a fixture was designed and manufactured which includes a base plate and hood to keep the workpiece aligned with the tool and prevent any lateral motion during broaching. The fixture has the capability to be mounted either directly on the broaching machine table or on the dynamometer when cutting force acquisition is required. Figure 5-10 displays the fixture and its components. 
 
 Figure 5-10: Fixture and its components 
 
5-4-3 Cutting Tests Broaching tests were performed at the cutting speed of 1 m/min. The cutting operation is assumed plain strain; therefore, the difference between chip width 
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before and after cutting is negligible. As a result,  is equal to the length of cutting edge ( = = 3.91 mm). The true uncut chip thickness  is also assumed equal to difference between the heights of two successive cutting edges ( =   ℎ = 0.03 mm). These values also verified utilizing the proposed geometric model in chapter 4. Figure 5-11 shows the interpolation of two successive cutting edges for the applied spline broaching tool.  
 Figure 5-11: B-spline interpolation of two successive teeth for utilized spline broaching tool   The total cutting force is calculated by multiplying the force per tooth calculated using equation 5-1 by the number of splines on each tooth and then by the number of teeth simultaneously engaged with the workpiece. Figure 5-12 demonstrates the test configuration. The simulated cutting force (along the cutting velocity) has been plotted versus measured forces in figures 5-13 to 5-16.  
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 Figure 5-12: Broaching test configuration  
 Figure 5-13: Simulated and measured cutting force for AISI 12L14 
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 Figure 5-14: Simulated and measured cutting force for AISI 1045  
 Figure 5-15: Simulated and measured cutting force for Al 7075 
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 Figure 5-16: Simulated and measured cutting force for brass  As it can be seen, once the tool engages with the workpiece the cutting force increases progressively until the maximum possible number of teeth is in engagement.  Then, cutting force oscillates between its maximum and minimum during the stable phase of cutting. Once the last tooth engages with the workpiece, the cutting force gradually drops as the tool leaves the workpiece. Figures 5-12 to 5-15 verify the good agreement between the simulated and the measured data.  
5-5 Summary An energy-based methodology for simulating the cutting force during the broaching operation has been presented in this chapter. The mathematical 
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Chapter 6:  Effects of Broaching Operation on the 
Integrity of Machined Surface 
    
6-1 Preamble The strength and durability of machined parts are the highly influential factors to fulfil the growing requirements of industries especially where safe performance under severe condition is a matter of concern. The main objective of this chapter is to investigate the effects of broaching operation on the integrity of machined surface. Several samples were prepared and used to study the effects of broaching operation and the successive teeth of broaching tool on the subsurface microhardness, subsurface plastic deformation and surface roughness of the broached parts.  
6-2 Surface Integrity and Its Importance Mechanical components are typically designed based on their mechanical and physical properties. However, during machining operations some changes are 
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introduced to the workpiece which alter its mechanical and physical properties near the surface region. Mechanical properties such as creep resistance, corrosion resistance, fatigue limit, and cracking are among those properties that are highly influenced by surface characteristics. It has been determined [47, 54, 69, 70] that fatigue failure occurs near or on the surface of the machined part. Surface integrity becomes the principal factor where the part is subjected to continuous dynamic loading and severe environmental conditions.  Power generation and aerospace industries are significant examples of the structures subjected to dynamic stresses and high temperatures. For these reasons the surface characteristics must be acquired to promote the design process. In addition, the corresponding cutting parameters that will generate the best surface quality must be also identified [71]. Generally, the surface integrity refers to the excellence and functionality of the machined surface; hence, proposing a unique definition for it is not easy. “Surface integrity is commonly described as the topographical, mechanical, chemical and metallurgical state of a machined surface and its relationship to functional performance” [5]. Surface integrity can be generally divided into two main categories: surface texture (surface topography) and surface metallurgy (surface layer characteristics) [42, 44, 47, 72].  Surface texture refers to the entire surface features associated with the geometry of machined surface such as surface roughness, form errors and surface waviness. Surface metallurgy or the characteristics of the surface layer includes any types of changes introduced to the 
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part surface base metal like subsurface plastic deformation, subsurface microhardness, residual stress, phase changes, recrystallization, and cracks.  Surface integrity, in spline broaching of automotive components such as sun gears, is important since this operation is a finishing operation and thus directly determines the nose and reliability of the whole transmission. Moreover, because sun gears are subjected to heat treatment after broaching, plastic deformation beneath the broached surface (depth of cold-working) determines the distortion due to the heat treatment. Therefore, the heat treatment regime should be adjusted correspondingly knowing this depth [1]. Among all of the previously mentioned integrity parameters, surface roughness, subsurface plastic deformation, and subsurface microhardness were selected and studied before and after performing broaching operation.   
6-3 Experimental Procedure A number of continuous and interrupted broaching tests were conducted on four different workpiece materials to investigate the effects of broaching and successive teeth on the integrity parameters of machined surface. Broaching tests were performed using spline broach made of HSS ASP2023.  To examine the broached surface and sub-surface, small pie shape specimens were cut from the workpiece. Specimens were cut from the workpiece using wire EDM in a manner which minimizes the effects of the removal process on the surface integrity and leads to the least possible surface alteration or burning. 
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In continuous broaching tests, the tool was permitted to complete its stroke while in interrupted tests; the tool was stopped at the middle of the cut and was retracted slowly. Due to the conical shape of the broaching tool, slow retraction of the tool does not have a significant damaging effect on the surface. The interrupted tests were performed in order to keep the feed marks of broaching tool on the workpiece and to study the effect of each individual tooth on the integrity of the broached surface. Figure 6-1 illustrates the mechanism of the interrupted tests and the geometry of samples used for the surface integrity investigations.   
 Figure 6-1: Interrupted cutting and geometry of the samples 
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The samples are washed gently using Isopropyl Alcohol to remove the dust and rust from the surface. At this step the samples are ready for surface roughness measurements. Finishing the surface roughness tests, the samples were mounted in a thermoplastic acrylic which is recommended for general metallurgy and then polished in order to get a smooth and flat surface to investigate the plastic deformation and variation of microhardness beneath the broached surface. The polishing steps for AISI 12L14, AISI 1045, Al7075, and brass are selected according to Buehler catalogue presented in Table 6-1 and Table 6-2.   Table 6-1: Four-step polishing procedure for AISI 12L14 and AISI 1045  (Courtesy of BUEHLER Canada)   Surface Abrasive Lubricant Time ForceSample1 Grinding CarbiMet 180 Grit Water 1:00 min 31N 2 Polishing UltraPol 9  Diamond N/A 5:00 min 31N 3 Polishing TexMet 3  Diamond N/A 3:00 min 31N 4 Polishing MasterTEX 0.05  Alumina N/A 1:00 min 31N   Table 6-2: Five-step polishing procedure for Al 7075 and brass  (Courtesy of BUEHLER Canada) 
  Surface Abrasive Lubricant Time ForceSample1 Grinding CarbiMet 240 Grit Water 1:00 min 31N 2 Grinding CarbiMet 320 Grit Water 1:00 min 31N 2 Polishing UltraPol 6  Diamond N/A 5:00 min 31N 3 Polishing TriDent 3  Diamond N/A 3:00 min 31N 4 Polishing VelTEX 0.05  Alumina N/A 2:00 min 31N 
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6-4 Effects of Broaching on the Roughness of Machined Surface  Running the machines at their highest level of performance and maintaining product quality at the same time are desired practices in each manufacturing system. Achieving the above mentioned goals simultaneously is a challenging job specifically when machining (cutting of metals) where several sophisticated phenomena tack place is a matter of interest. To overcome these problems, the cutting tools must be accurately designed and the value of machining parameters must be precisely selected to reach the desired level of part quality and keep the production rate high.  One of the broadly used indexes for describing the quality of part surface is surface roughness [73] which plays an important role in the performance of part under different types of loading. Several roughness parameters of the broached surfaces were measured using white light interferometry microscope at different steps given that the broaching tool enters the cut until it leaves the workpiece. Table 6-3 shows the definition of different roughness parameters. In Table 6-3, ( ) describes the average distance to the mean, ( ) describes the standard deviation of the surface, ( ) describes the asymmetry of the height distribution, ( ) describes the width of the height distribution, ( ) represents the depth of the deepest valley, ( ) shows the height of the highest peak, ( ) describes the distance between the deepest valley to the highest peak evaluated over the entire surface and finally ( ) represents the distance from the deepest valley to the highest peak evaluated over base surface and averaged. 
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Table 6-3: Definition of the roughness parameters  
Parameter Name Definition 
 Average Roughness = 1 | − ̅| 
 Root-Mean Square Roughness = 1 ( − ̅)  
 Skewness = 1 ( − ̅)  
 Kurtosis = 1 ( − ̅)  
 Valley Depth = |min( )| 
 Peak Height = |max( )| 
 Total Roughness = +  
 Average Total Roughness = 〈 + 〉 .  
 As it has been previously mentioned, the initial hole to let the broaching tool go through the workpiece and start the cut was made using drilling followed by boring to increase the diameter and acquire the required dimension. Similar to the 
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turning operation, the main factors that affect the surface roughness generated in boring are geometry of cutting tool, feed rate, material properties of workpiece, eccentricity of spindle, rotation errors, and chatter vibration [74].  Assuming that machine and cutting tool are in perfect condition and there is no room for error and chatter vibration, the surface roughness in turning and boring is dominantly generated along the axial direction of the workpiece through a recurrence of the tool geometry at feed per revolution span [74]. This profile can be exactly seen for the four different test materials before broaching (see Appendix A).   When the broaching tool starts the cut, the teeth enter the workpiece after each other and remove a certain amount of material from workpiece surface. In the absence of feed motion in broaching, feed action is performed by the rise per tooth; hence, the generated surface by the current tooth is completely swept by the next one. In this case, the dominant parameters affecting the surface integrity are tool nose radius and the quality of cutting edge. Any imperfection of cutting edges like chipping and cracks leave its footprints on the generated surface. The footprint of broaching teeth is usually removed by finishing teeth at the end of the cut to promote the surface quality. In the case of imperfection on the finishing teeth, the trail of the imperfection will remain along the machined surface from the beginning to the end of the cut. The average roughness ( ) which is the most widely used parameter among the surface roughness parameters is presented in Table 6-4 for AISI 12L14, AISI 1045, Al 7075, and brass. 
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Table 6-4:  for test materials before, during, and after broaching Stage AISI 12L14 AISI 1045 Al 7075 Brass Before Broaching 3.18  3.09  1.3  0.808  After 21st Tooth 2.6  3.9  1.4  1.03  After 22nd Tooth 2.9  1.37  1.66  0.946  After 23rd Tooth 1.8  2.99  0.803  0.774  After complete Stroke 1.24  1.2  1.3  0.806   As can be seen from Error! Reference source not found., the average roughness for AISI 12L14 and AISI 1045 is almost the same. However, the same machining operation results in much smoother surface for softer material like Al 7075 and brass. When comparing Al7075 and brass, the surface roughness for brass is smaller due to its softness and better machinability. General trend during broaching is to decrease the surface roughness and increase the surface quality. However, no significant change can be seen for Al 7075 and brass.  This may occur because the size of the chips which are trapped in the gullet space during broaching of Al 7075 and brass is smaller than that of AISI12L14 and AISI 1045. In comparison to the other test materials, brass has smaller chip thickness ratio ( ) which results in smaller chip size. The smaller chips can be accommodated in the gullet space easier than the large chips which prevent the chips from being trapped between the cutting tooth and the workpiece. If the chip is trapped between the cutting tooth and workpiece surface, it will be pressed against the surface which make it re-deposited and stick to the surface. The re-deposition of material destroys the surface quality [37].    
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The surface roughness profile and the corresponding roughness parameters for AISI 12L14, AISI 1045, Al 7075, and brass are presented in Appendix A. These figures show the surface roughness before, during, and after broaching.  
 
6-5 Effects of Broaching on the Subsurface Microhardness and 
Subsurface Microstructure of the Machined Surface  The Vickers hardness (HV) was utilized for measuring the microhardness beneath the broached surface. Following figures show the effects of broaching operation on microhardness and microstructure of the subsurface layers.  
 
 Figure 6-2: Variation of microhardness beneath the broached surface of AISI 12L14 
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 Figure 6-3: SEM image for AISI 12L14 (a, b) subsurface around the chip root and (c, d) far beneath the broached surface with different magnifications for 23rd edge   
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 Figure 6-7: Variation of microhardness beneath the broached surface of Al 7075  
 Figure 6-8: Subsurface microstructure for Al 7075 (a, b) near the broached surface (c, d) far beneath the broached surface 
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 Figure 6-9: Variation of microhardness beneath the broached surface of Brass  Figure 6-2, Figure 6-5, Figure 6-7, and Figure 6-9 show the microhardness beneath the broached surface for AISI 12L14, AISI 1045, Al 7075 and brass for interrupted cut and full cut respectively. Each point represents the average of five data points which are measured at different locations along the same depth beneath the surface. As can be seen, although successive teeth introduce more plastic deformation which is demonstrated by the higher microhardness reading, the depth of the plastically deformed layer was kept unchanged. It can be noted from the above mentioned figures that there is no significant change between the microhardness beneath the broached surface by successive teeth; however, the microhardness beneath the broached surface increases at the end of the cut when 
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the broaching tool completely leaves the workpiece.  This can be related to the effects of finishing teeth at the end broaching tool. Having no rise per tooth, the finishing teeth of a broaching tool do not perform cutting action. These teeth are utilized to improve the surface finish, control the geometric and form tolerances, and induce compressive residual stress to increase the surface and subsurface hardness to improve the fatigue life of the broached part especially if the part is going to be used under dynamic loading.  It can be noted from microhardness figures that in relatively harder material (AISI 12L14 and AISI 1045) more than 80 μm beneath the surface is severely affected by  broaching operation while in softer material (Al 7075 and brass specially Al 7075) the depth of aggressively affected part is less than 70 μm. In softer material, the surface layer which is being cut by the current teeth is acting like a cushion and dampens the effect of plastic deformation and consequently decreases the depth of cold-working. The cold-worked layer is then removed by the successive teeth and the loop repeats again. In contrast, the surface layer of the harder material resists against the plastic deformation induced by the cutting edges; hence, other layers beneath the surface are compressed relatively higher than that of the softer materials. For this reason, the depth of cold-worked layer increases in steels (AISI 12L14 and AISI 1045).  To verify the findings shown in figures Figure 6-2, Figure 6-5, and Figure 6-7, SEM and regular examination of the depth of cold-working and severity of the grain deformation were carried out. As it has been previously mentioned, the 
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magnitude of the cutting forces in broaching is comparatively higher than that in other machining operations for the same uncut chip thickness. As a result, the depth of cold-working is relatively larger (see figures Figure 6-3, Figure 6-4, Figure 6-6, and Figure 6-8). As can be seen, severe plastic deformation or elongation of the grains of the work material took place in the direction of the cutting. The depth of cold-working measured in these tests is the same as the ones determined by the microhardness tests.  




Chapter 7:  Optimized Design of Broaching Tools 
    
7-1 Preamble Among the cutting tools that are utilized in industry broaching tools are one the most expensive ones. Hence, a proper design of the broaching tools has the highest priority in broaching process planning and design.  Every single feature of these expensive tools must be accurately designed to increase the productivity, promote the part quality and reduce the cost. In this chapter, a new approach is proposed for optimal design of the broaching tools considering several types of physical and geometrical process constraints.  
 
7-2 Design Variables The mathematical model for the geometry of broaching tool as well as the force model for estimating the cutting force during broaching operation was presented in chapters 2 and 5 respectively.  An optimized design procedure will be developed in this chapter to identify the geometric features of the broaching tool 
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for maximum reliability. It must be noted that the geometry of broaching tool is unknown at the beginning of design process. The known parameters are the final geometry of the workpiece, geometry of the profile in the workpiece to allow the broaching tool goes through which is normally a hole and finally material properties of the workpiece. Geometric features of the broaching tool such as rake angle, clearance angle, pitch, land, tooth height and rise per tooth must be designed optimally to achieve the desired tool geometry for maximum performance.  Similar to any optimization problem, several design variables must be taken into consideration while optimized design of a broaching tool is a matter of interest. As it has been formerly stated by Kokturk [2] these variables are interconnected, and their governing equations are sometimes implicit and nonlinear. In previously published work discussing about broaching optimization [2, 39-41, 75, 76] the geometric variables such as pitch length ( ), rake angle ( ), clearance angle ( ), land ( ), gullet radius ( , ), and tooth height (ℎ ) that create the side profile of a broaching tool have been selected according to the commonly used values in industry. It has also been mentioned that further study is necessary in order to optimize these variables.  The above mentioned geometric variables are going to be studied in detail. Pitch which is the distance between two successive teeth directly defines the length of the broaching tool. In association with the length of the workpiece, the pitch length also controls the number of the simultaneously engaged teeth with the workpiece. The optimum tool length is attained by compromising between smaller 
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pitch which results in shorter length and higher stiffness at the cost of increasing the required power to overcome higher cutting forces due to having more teeth in cut at the same time. The same problem occurs while the rake angle or clearance angle must be optimized. Increasing the rake angle sharpens the tool and decreases the cutting forces but it adversely affects the tooth strength. Big clearance angle is also favourable since it decreases the rubbing between back of the tool and workpiece; however, it has the same negative effect as increasing the rake angle on the tooth strength. Gullet space is another important parameter that must be determined to provide enough space for accommodating the chips during the cutting action. The role of gullet space becomes more significant during internal broaching when the chips are trapped between broaching tool and workpiece until the tooth leaves the workpiece. The gullet geometry must have a rounded and smoothed profile to curl up the chip [16]. Tooth rise plays the role of feed motion in broaching operation and directly determines the chip thickness and consequently the cutting force, tooth stress and required power.   
7-3 Optimization Procedure To optimally design a broaching tool, an objective function must be defined and all of the above mentioned parameters such as pitch length ( ), rake angle ( ), clearance angle ( ), land ( ), gullet radius ( , ), and tooth height (ℎ )  need to be determined in order to satisfy the objective function. These parameters are constrained by several limiting factors which must be taken into consideration. 
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These constraints can be either machine tool restrictions like power and dimension or process and tool limitation like maximum allowable stress on the tooth.  
7-3-1 Objective Function The objective function is normally formulated based on the requirement of the broaching operation. It can be either achieving higher process stability by having a tool with the shortest possible length, reaching maximum productivity by maximizing the metal removal rate, or targeting both of them simultaneously. Tool length and metal removal rate (MRR) can be presented mathematically as follows:  = ( − 1)          (7-1)= × × ×+ ( − 1) ×   where, ( ) is tool length, ( ) is the number of teeth on the broaching tool, ( ) is the pitch length, ( ) is the length of cut which is the length of the part or profile to be broached, ( ) is the rise per tooth which is normally determined by the chip thickness, ( ) is the width of the profile to be broached, and  ( ) is the cutting speed. As a result, the objective functions can be defined as:   =  [( − 1) ] (7-2) = × × ×+ ( − 1) ×  
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Although both of the objective functions presented in equation 7-2 have a deep impact on the stability and productivity of the broaching process, satisfying both of them simultaneously is a challenging and time consuming job.  In this thesis, maximizing MRR to promote the process productivity has been selected as an objective function and all of the necessary constraints are defined to satisfy this objective function.  
7-3-2 Constraints 
7-3-2-1 Tool Length A broaching operation is performed by a broaching machine which holds the broaching tool and pushes or pulls it through the workpiece body to perform the cutting action. Each broaching machine has dimensional limitations and consequently a broaching tool which exceeds a certain limit cannot be accommodated by the machine. For this reason, the broaching tool must be designed considering this limiting factor. The tool length constraint can be expressed as follows [2]:    ≤  (7-3) where ( ) is the length of the broaching tool and ( ) is the maximum length that can be accommodated by the ram of the broaching machine.  
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7-3-2-2 Gullet Space As it was previously mentioned, the gullet space is an important feature of a broaching tool which holds the chip until the tool leaves the workpiece.  Based on the geometric features of the broaching tool which was presented in chapter 3 (see figure 3-4), the gullet space can be mathematically approximated by equation 7-4. Figure 7-1 shows the gullet space and its contributing geometric features. 
 
 Figure 7-1: Gullet space 
 = 4 + 2 − ( − ℎ ) × ×  (7-4) where ( ) is the bigger radius of the gullet, ( ) is the smaller radius of the gullet, (ℎ ) is the tooth height, and ( ) is the width of the profile to be broached. As can be seen from Figure 7-1, equation 7-4 is a pessimistic approximation of the gullet where ( ) is not considered toward the final volume of the gullet while ( ) which is not a part of gullet space is subtracted from the real space. This pessimistic approximation ensures that the calculated gullet space is smaller than the real space which is a positive point and brings a factor of safety into the calculations.  
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In order to provide enough space for the chip during the cutting action, it was recommended by Monday [16] that gullet space must be almost three times bigger than the cut chip volume. This constraint is represented by the following inequality:   
≤ 0.35  (7-5) 
7-3-2-3 Chip Load and Tooth Stresses Chip load and imposed stress on the tooth are directly related. Tooth stress is increased by increasing the chip load while decreasing the chip load will decrease the tooth stress. The chip load in broaching operation is directly determined by the rise per tooth. The normal stress acting on the tool rake face is shown in Figure 7-2.  
 Figure 7-2: Distribution of contact stress on the tooth rake face 
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In Figure 7-2, ( ) can be determined using equation 5-1. The component of force along the feed direction (along rise per tooth) ( ) can be approximated as (0.3 ). Once the two components of force are determined, the friction angle ( ) and friction coefficient ( ) can be calculated using equation 7-6 (see figure 5-1). 
= + tan   (7-6)= tan   The friction force can be calculated using equation 5-6 which was previously presented in chapter 5. The normal force ( ) is also revealed by applying the following equation:  = + cos   (7-7)= + sin   A detailed description of parameters in equation 7-7 was presented in chapter 5. Once the cutting force and tangential force are converted to the normal and frictional forces, the contact stress distribution on the tooth is then revealed using the proposed equation by Astakhov and Outeiro [77].  ( ) = 2(1 − 2 ) −  (7-8)  where ( ) is the contact length between chip and rake face (see equation 5-6), ( ) is the true chip width (width of the profile to be cut), ( ) is the normal 
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force between chip and rake face, and ( ) is Poisson’s ratio. The ( ) in equation 7-8 is calculated by [77]: 
= 1 tan − 1+ 1  (7-9)= 3 − 4   The boundary conditions for the contact stress distribution presented in equation 7-8 are as follows:  < 0  ≥  →  ( ) = 0  (7-10) Using the contact stress distribution and geometry of the tooth, the tooth can be solved as a cantilever beam exposed to a distributed load and maximum normal and shear stresses will be determined.  
 Figure 7-3: Solving the teeth as a cantilever beam subjected to distributed load  
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In order to solve the teeth as cantilever beam, three different sections must be made (see figure 3-5). The relation between the position of section (a-a) which is presented by ( ) and the amount of contact stress action on that section of the teeth can be expressed by:  = × cos  (7-11) At each section the corresponding force to the distributed contact stress can be calculated as follows:  ( ) = ( ) → ( ) = ( ) × = ( ) × ×  (7-12) As a result  ( ) = 2(1 − 2 ) − × ( × ) 
                                                  = 2(1 − 2 ) −  (7-13) Then the equivalent force must be determined and placed at the centroid of the area beneath the distributed force curve.  = ( ) = 2(1 − 2 ) −  (7-14) 
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It must be noted that contact stress function and consequently the force functions are singular at the cutting edge where ( = 0). For this reason, the lower boundary of the integration must be set equal to a very small number. In this thesis, this boundary is set equal to the nose radius (5μm = 5 × 10 m). This integration can be solved using MATALB symbolic toolbox. In this thesis, the integration was solved using MATLAB software. Once  ( ) and its acting point for the tooth section are determined, the equilibrium equations for the tooth section can be written as follows:  ∑ = 0   (7-15)∑ = 0    By solving equation 7-15, normal force ( ),  shear forces ( ), and bending moment ( )acting on the tooth cross section and consequently the internal stress for a small element of the beam (tooth) will be revealed.  Maximum normal or shear stress on the tooth can be used as a design criteria and the rise must be selected in a way that the tooth will not be exposed to the stresses more than the maximum allowable normal or shear stresses. It must be mentioned that the chip load has also a lower limit to prevent the rubbing between tool and workpiece.  
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7-3-2-4 Total Cut Volume Total cut chip volume must be equal to the volume of the geometry to be cut. 
 
 
7-3-2-5 Maximum Pitch Length Because of some dynamic problems during the process, generally at least two teeth should be cutting at the same time. Thus, the pitch length has an upper limit which is determined by the length of cut as seen in equation 7-15.  ℎ ≤ ℎ  2  (7-16) 
7-3-2-6 Power The power required to perform the cutting action should not exceed the maximum machine power. This constraint can be presented as: 
 ≤   ℎ  (7-17)
 
 
7-4 Broaching tool optimization The presented optimization procedure was applied to the spline broaching tool and the corresponding workpiece geometry which has been described in chapter 5 (see figures Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9 and Table 5-2). The predefined constraints and the result of optimization are presented in Table 7-1and Table 7-2.  
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Table 7-1: Predefined constraints Limits Rake angle Clearance angle pitch Rise/tooth Power Lower 5° 1° 3 mm 0.01 mm 500 Watt Upper  20° 4° 17 mm 0.4 mm   Table 7-2: Optimization results 
 Rake angle Clearance angle pitch Rise/toothOriginal Tool 15° 3° 10 mm 0.03 mm Optimized tool (AISI1045 and AISI 12L14) 5° 4° 10 mm 0.15 mm Optimized tool (Al7075 and Brass) 5° 1.5° 14.5 mm 0.25 mm  The optimum rake angle which is suggested by optimization algorithm for both harder (AISI 12L14 and AISI 1045) and softer (Al 7075 and Brass) workpiece material is almost 5° while the rake angle of the utilized tool is 15°. It is reasonable because the cutting tooth was modeled as a cantilevered beam and the small rake angle makes the tool tip thicker and consequently stronger. The suggested optimum clearance angle for AISI 12L14 and AISI 1045 is 4°  while the optimum clearance angle for Al 7075 and Brass is 1.5°.  The difference between the optimum clearance angles can be interpreted based on the suggested optimum rise per tooth for each category of materials. The suggested optimum rise per tooth for AISI 12L14 and AISI 1045 is 0.15 mm while for the Al 7075 and Brass which are relatively easier to cut 0.25 mm is suggested by the optimization algorithm. The higher rise per tooth results in higher cutting forces, for this reason the algorithm 
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automatically adjusted the clearance angles and proposed a smaller clearance angle for Al 7075 and Brass. This makes the tool tip thicker and stronger. The bigger rise per tooth also results in the bigger chips and consequently more gullet space is required to accommodate the chips. As can be seen from Table 7-2, a bigger pitch length is suggested for Al 7075 and Brass. The proposed optimum parameters are different from the parameters of the existing broaching tool. This difference can be due to some other design aspects which have been considered by the tool designer. One of those considerations can be the safety factor for the tool. In the proposed optimization procedure, the maximum normal stress on the rake face is allowed to increase up to its maximum limit (1000 MPa for ASP HSS tools); however, in a real case a safety factor is always considered to prevent the tool from chipping or breakage. The safety factor shows its importance specifically in rise per tooth where the optimized design procedure shows that a rise per tooth of 0.15 mm and 0.25 mm are applicable depends on the material to be cut while in reality the rise per tooth is considered much smaller. The safety factor must be determined based on the tool material, workpiece material and working condition of the tool and it can be easily added to the optimization model by dividing the maximum allowable stress for the tool to the safety factor. The other geometric parameters are justified accordingly by the model. It must be clearly stated that although the MRR was selected as the objective function, our ultimate goal is to find the corresponding geometric features of the broaching tool to achieve that maximum MRR. 
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Chapter 8:  Conclusions and Road Map for Future 
Works 
    
8-1 Preamble The main objective of this thesis is focussed on the simulation of broaching operations and the broaching tool design. The simulations that have been incorporated include the mathematical formulation of broaching tool geometry, modelling of the cutting process in broaching operation, investigating the effects of broaching operation on the integrity of machined surface and finally optimized design of the broaching tools. This chapter contains a summary and conclusions of the presented work, brief description of the main contributions, and outline of the road map for future works.  
8-2 Summary and Conclusions The first step in modelling of each cutting process is to know the geometry of cutting tool utilized to perform the task. A mathematical formulation of broaching 
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tool geometry is presented to define the geometry of the side profile for broaching tools. Majority of previously published papers discussing broaching operation and the utilized cutting tool in this process, have focused on the front profile which directly determines the final desired geometry of the workpiece. However, side profile have a deep impact on the cutting tool geometry and process parameters where some of the important geometric features of the cutting tool like rake angle, clearance angle, land, and rise per tooth are built into the side profile. The mathematical model which is presented in this thesis formulates the geometric features of the side profile and it can be used toward further simulations. The second step in modelling of each cutting process is defining the geometry of engagement between the cutting tool and the workpiece. These parameters are normally hard to calculate for broaching operation where the front profile of broaching tools varies base on the broad range of profiles that can be produced by broaching. Calculation of the chip load (the engagement area between tool and workpiece) and tool-workpiece contact length (the length of engaged part of each tooth with the workpiece) using parametric representation of cutting edge was presented in this thesis. The presented parametric approach can be used in the modelling of tool-workpiece interaction for any arbitrary profile of cutting tool. The proposed model was also verified utilizing 3D ACIS modeller in order to confirm the achieved results.  The third and one of the most important steps in simulation of each cutting process is predicting the generated forces during cutting. An energy-based model, 
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based on quantifying the contribution of different power components spent in the cutting system, has been presented to predict the cutting forces during broaching operation. The results of simulations followed by experimental validations showed that the amount of cutting forces in broaching is comparatively higher than other conventional machining operation due to the higher number of cutting edges simultaneously engaged in cutting. This makes the virtual modelling of cutting forces very important where real experimentations would be very costly and time-consuming.  Combining the geometrical and force models which were presented early in this thesis; a mathematical optimization procedure was introduced to optimally design the broaching tools. Metal removal rate (MRR) was selected as an objective function and other geometric features of a broaching tool such as rake angle, clearance angle, pitch and rise per tooth have been determined accordingly.  The effects of broaching operation on the integrity of machined surface have been also investigated in this thesis. Surface roughness, subsurface microhardness and subsurface microstructure were selected among integrity parameters and the effects of broaching on these parameters have been studied. The results of the surface integrity tests can be summarized into the following conclusions: 1- The results of the surface roughness testing before, during and after broaching shows that although each successive cutting edge has its own share in the improvement of machined surface, the main improvement is achieved by finishing teeth where no cutting action is performed. For this reason, appropriate 
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design of the finishing teeth will have a deep impact on the final roughness of the workpiece.  2- The results of subsurface microhardness and subsurface microstructure testing show that the subsurface layer of the machined surface is affected by broaching operation. For similar cutting condition and tool geometry, depth of the cold-working for harder material (AISI 12L14 and AISI 1045) is higher than softer material (Al7075 and brass).   
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Appendix A: 3D Surface Roughness Graphs 
 
 Figure A-1: Surface roughness for AISI 12L14 before broaching 
 Table A-1: Roughness parameter values for AISI 12L14 before broaching Cut − off length  500  Cut − off length 500  = 3.18  = 32.4  = 4.21  = 14.5  = 0.448 = 1528.33 /  = 3.18 = 4.95 % = −13.9  = 1.74 = 18.55    
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 Figure A-2: Surface roughness for AISI 12L14 interrupted broaching (21st teeth)  Table A-2: Roughness parameter values for AISI 12L14 interrupted broaching (21st teeth) Cut − off length  500  Cut − off length 500  = 2.6  = 39.29  = 3.7  = 14.47  = −0.55 = 2452.91 /  = 6.17 = 5 % = −19.7  = 1.32 = 19.59   
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Figure A-3: Surface roughness for AISI 12L14 interrupted broaching (22nd teeth) 
 Table A-3: Roughness parameter values for AISI 12L14 interrupted broaching (22nd teeth) Cut − off length  500  Cut − off length 500  = 2.95  = 36.82  = 3.98  = 14.93  = 0.212 = 1682.81 /  = 4.64 = 4.13 % = −15.8  = 1.36 = 20.99   
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Figure A-4: Surface roughness for AISI 12L14 interrupted broaching (23rd teeth) 
 Table A-4: Roughness parameter values for AISI 12L14 interrupted broaching (23rd teeth) Cut − off length  500  Cut − off length 500  = 1.8  = 28.7  = 2.42  = 9.97  = −0.374 = 2384.46 /  = 5.59 = 2.53 % = −14.9  = 1.21 = 13.83   
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Figure A-5: Surface roughness for AISI 12L14 after broaching 
 Table A-5: Roughness parameter values for AISI 12L14 after broaching Cut − off length  500  Cut − off length 500  = 1.24  = 12.23  = 1.63  = 5.91  = −0.313 = 2666.05 /  = 3.95 = 1.04 % = −6.79  = 1.39 = 5.43   
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Figure A-6: Surface roughness for AISI 1045 before broaching 
 Table A-6: Roughness parameter values for AISI 1045 before broaching Cut − off length  500  Cut − off length 500  = 3.09  = 27.11  = 3.82  = 13.79  = −0.314 = 3164.86 /  = 2.73 = 5.69 % = −15.3  = 1.28 = 11.85   
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Figure A-7: Surface roughness for AISI 1045 interrupted broaching (21st teeth) 
 Table A-7: Roughness parameter values for AISI 1045 interrupted broaching (21st teeth) Cut − off length  500  Cut − off length 500  = 3.9  = 59.54  = 5.09  = 19.28  = −0.211 = 798.89 /  = 4.2 = 5.05 % = −34.8  = 1.41 = 24.7   
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Figure A-8: Surface roughness for AISI 1045 interrupted broaching (22nd teeth) 
 Table A-8: Roughness parameter values for AISI 1045 interrupted broaching (22nd teeth) Cut − off length  500  Cut − off length 500  = 1.37  = 13.36  = 1.77  = 6.24  = 0.0292 = 2452.14 /  = 3.52 = 1.3 % = −7.26  = 1.47 = 6.11   
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Figure A-9: Surface roughness for AISI 1045 interrupted broaching (23rd teeth) 
 Table A-9: Roughness parameter values for AISI 1045 interrupted broaching (23rd teeth) Cut − off length  500  Cut − off length 500  = 2.99  = 37.28  = 4.08  = 16.8  = 0.442 = 1701.12 /  = 5.3 = 5.12 % = −15.4  = 1.29 = 21.91   
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Figure A-10: Surface roughness for AISI 1045 after broaching 
 Table A-10: Roughness parameter values for AISI 1045 after broaching Cut − off length  500  Cut − off length 500  = 1.2  = 15.93  = 1.64  = 6.23  = 0.122 = 3071.81 /  = 5.15 = 1.51 % = −7.88  = 1.45 = 8.05   
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Figure A-11: Surface roughness for Al 7075 before broaching 
 Table A-11: Roughness parameter values for Al 7075 before broaching Cut − off length  500  Cut − off length 500  = 1.3  = 9.43  = 1.7  = 4.45  = 0.661 = 9656.56 /  = 3.43 = 2.72 % = −4.16  = 1.74 = 5.27   
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Figure A-12: Surface roughness for Al 7075 interrupted broaching (21st teeth) 
 Table A-12: Roughness parameter values for Al 7075 interrupted broaching (21st teeth) Cut − off length  500  Cut − off length 500  = 1.4  = 11.65  = 1.78  = 6.12  = −0.583 = 16457.81 /  = 3.38 = 4.24 % = −6.21  = 1.35 = 5.43   
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Figure A-13: Surface roughness for Al 7075 interrupted broaching (22nd teeth) 
 Table A-13: Roughness parameter values for Al 7075 interrupted broaching (22nd teeth) Cut − off length  500  Cut − off length 500  = 1.66  = 15.19  = 2.19  = 6.81  = −0.119 = 7886.37 /  = 3.89 = 5.71 % = −7.82  = 1.45 = 7.37   
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Figure A-14: Surface roughness for Al 7075 interrupted broaching (23rd teeth) 
 Table A-14: Roughness parameter values for Al 7075 interrupted broaching (23rd teeth) Cut − off length  500  Cut − off length 500  = 0.803  = 11.82  = 1.1  = 4.61  = −0.713 = 15098.68 /  = 6.04 = 2.22 % = −7.03  = 1.37 = 4.79   
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Figure A-15: Surface roughness for Al 7075 after broaching 
 Table A-15: Roughness parameter values for Al 7075 after broaching Cut − off length  500  Cut − off length 500  = 1.36  = 13.29  = 1.68  = 6.15  = 0.117 = 6360.49 /  = 3.16 = 4.19 % = −6.11  = 1.34 = 7.16   
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Figure A-16: Surface roughness for brass before broaching 
 Table A-16: Roughness parameter values for brass before broaching Cut − off length  500  Cut − off length 500  = 0.808  = 6.96  = 0.996  = 3.49  = −0.221 = 18133.07 /  = 3.02 = 1.29 % = −3.75  = 1.45 = 3.21   
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Figure A-17: Surface roughness for brass interrupted broaching (21st teeth) 
 Table A-17: Roughness parameter values for brass interrupted broaching (21st teeth) Cut − off length  500  Cut − off length 500  = 1.03  = 10.53  = 1.35  = 4.93  = −0.0486 = 14956.49 /  = 3.91 = 3.19 % = −5.67  = 1.58 = 4.86   
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Figure A-18: Surface roughness for brass interrupted broaching (22nd teeth) 
 Table A-18: Roughness parameter values for brass interrupted broaching (22nd teeth) Cut − off length  500  Cut − off length 500  = 0.946  = 8.81  = 1.17  = 4.57  = −0.552 = 32335.4 /  = 2.95 = 3.67 % = −4.46  = 1.4 = 4.35   
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Figure A-19: Surface roughness for brass interrupted broaching (23rd teeth) 
 Table A-19: Roughness parameter values for brass interrupted broaching (23rd teeth) Cut − off length  500  Cut − off length 500  = 0.774  = 8.23  = 1.01  = 3.86  = −0.733 = 31339.23 /  = 3.95 = 2.23 % = −4.32  = 0.153 = 3.92   
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Figure A-20: Surface roughness for brass after broaching 
 Table A-20: Roughness parameter values for brass after broaching Cut − off length  500  Cut − off length 500  = 0.806  = 7.51  = 1.04  = 4.45  = −0.546 = 20580.97 /  = 3.43 = 2.94 % = −3.95  = 1.41 = 3.56   
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